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So…who is this Herr Nilsson anyway????
• 50 years old
• Working since 2001 at Umeå University as a Networks
engineer.
• Before that worked in Swedish Aerospace with Space and
network tech.
• Technically responsible for eduroam in Sweden
• Leader of the SUNET TechRef group
• Special interest (Wireless tech)
• CWNA (aiming for CWAP)
• As always teaming up with Hälge the Swedish WiFi Moose. 
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Background: WLAN IS the new default.
When did you see a student with an Ethernet cable to their device lately? 

So we build a 400Gbps backbone and terminate
in wirelessly on a 100Mbps shared media
Anyone see the problem here? 
We have moved the majority of
the users from wired 100Mbps full
duplex switched ports to a shared
RF media where you at the best
can get 200-400Mbps shared
bandwidth. As the number of
devices increases the demand on
the WLAN infrastructure rises.

WiFi? Won't 4G/5G solve everything?
Short answer:
NO. 

Longer answer:
Not really because WiFi IS the defacto network connection standard and can provide
more bandwidth with a lower TCO.
4G and upcoming 5G is complementing and not compeating technologies.
When 5G arrives there will also be a new WiFi standards (802.11ax and 802.11ad/ay on
60GHz) improving on the current 802.11AC (Wave 1 & 2)

Analogue problems in a digital world
YES!!! RF is analogue, deal with it!
The ones and zeroes are modulated into RF signals
Familliar with these terminologies?
CCI
CCA
ACI
SNR
dBm EIRP
Attenuation Channel plan
Antenna Gain Antenna Beamwidth
CSMA/CA Airtime/Ch util
RSSI Noice Floor

How do your Spectrum feel today?
The only constant in the RF spectrum is change.
Interfering sources can’t be detected via your WiFi card because it can only
decode WiFi modulated signals.
You need a Spectrum analyzer.

Do you have knowledge on Wireless tech?
Many unsuspecting Network Admins still thinks of WiFi as just and extension
to their wired net and you just turn it on and it will magically work.
Planning, Surveying, Monitoring and Troubleshooting is never done due to
lack of knowledge and the right tools.
Planning and surveying is never done, APs just put up and relying on autoRRM (”The Hail Mary” method)
The management thinks of WiFi access points as just another network
device so there’s no need for extra education.
(I mean we have a WLAN-Router at home and that one works…..)

Tools and Systems? (free and commercial)
Packet sniffers:
Wireshark (free)
Savvius Onmipeek

Planning/Surveying:
Ekahau ESS
Airmagnet PRO suite
Tamosoft
MAC OS X tool:
WiFi Explorer (Great for Macs)

Spectrum analyzer:
Channalyzer (works with Cisco
cleanAir or WiSpy dongle)
Airmagnet Spectrum XT
Handheld tools:
Fluke Aircheck G1
Netscout Aircheck G2 (THE tool)
(Netscout bought Fluke Networks)

Efforts done so far in Sweden and Norway
WiFi education:
CWNA courses organized both by SUNET and UNINETT.
Wireless workshops held in Norway and WLAN sessions during the SUNET Days
National e-mail lists for WLAN tech
eduroam probe development:
UNINETT developed Rasp PI probes and dev continues
Professional WLAN probes:
Evaluation of the 7Signal system (talks about running WLAN mon as a service)

Probes for eduroam and Probes for WLAN
Probes Probes Probes
A lot of efforts have been made in different European countries
developing mainly Rasp PI based eduroam probes.
This is very good and those eduroam probes do a good job but….
They don’t give any info about Layer 1 and RF spectrum info which is
very important when monitoring the WLAN environment.

Probes part 2
Both 7Signal and Netscout have probes for monitoring WiFi networks
7Signal also have ”Mobile Probes” which is basically apps for iOS and
Android that tests from a client perspective.
Mobile probes are also provided by company AirMobile
Both Cisco and HPE/Aruba have begun making their own probe systems
but we need sonething vendor neutral. 

The need for better manageability.
After working with WiFi over 14 years my conclusion is:
• We need better tools and better educated Network engineers.
• WIFi performance will improve with new standards but will require even
better educated admins as it becomes more complex to.
• There will still be wired ports but more and more devices are being
made without an Ethernet port
• Efficient use of the spectrum will become more important.
• The demand for senior engineers/specialists will ramp up.
• IoT is coming, just wait if you think there are many wireless devices now.

We are NorduNet, we're here to help. :)
Possible future developments....
•
•
•
•
•

Initial talks about improving overall knowledge in the wireless area.
Organizing Nordic WLAN workshops with guest speakers (Yearly)
Coordinating future eduroam probe development
Onlie forums/e-mail lists
WLAN monitoring as a service pilot (TBD)

May the WLAN Force be with you!
(and remember to design for 5GHz) 

Lets disquss this further at 15:00

Bonus slides

Andrew von Nagy’s 10 commandments
1. Design for 5 GHz as Primary
The 5 GHz band provides 8 times the capacity of 2.4 GHz
2. Define Coverage Goal(s)
Too aggressive can lead to co-channel interference
Too conservative can lead to poor client performance
3. Place APs Where Users Are Located
In-room placement is best for client performance
Avoid hallways, if possible, unless required for voice
roaming
4. Tailor Coverage to the Facility
Leverage RF obstructions for frequency re-use
Consider proper antennas and orientation for signal
propagation
5. Fine Tune AP Power Levels
Align with on-site signal measurements of RF
propagation
Align with AP density and frequency re-use
requirements

6. Disable 2.4 GHz Radios if Necessary
There are fewer available channels in 2.4 GHz
Disabling radios can prevent co-channel interference and shared
capacity between clients
Some APs allow switching 2.4GHz radio to 5GHz
7. Design and Validate with Representative Client Devices
Spot-check with actual client devices to ensure the design
matches actual client performance
Alternatively, measure with a standard RF site survey adapter
and compensate the signal based on
actual client device characteristics
8. Higher AP Density Requires Smaller Channel Widths
Reduces co-channel interference and shared capacity between
clients
Reduces client contention and improves network stability
9. Disable Low Data Rates to Improve Performance
802.11b clients can significantly impact network performance
Reduces overhead from management frames and
broadcast/multicast traffic
10.Minimize the Number of SSIDs
Network overhead increases with each SSID defined

RSSI – Received Signal Strength Indicator
In best cases based on L1 Signal Measure in client from a value store in an octet.
Value mapped to a percentage or in best case a dBm value
Vendor decides the value transformation and the granularity
Dependent on Antenna Design and implementation (OS and driver version)

Essential links:
https://www.cwnp.com/
http://www.wlanpros.com/
http://www.revolutionwifi.net/
http://wififorbeginners.com/
http://wirelessgeek.net/forums/
http://divdyn.com/library/
http://www.my80211.com/
http://nostringsattachedshow.com/
http://www.cleartosend.net/
http://www.ekahau.com/wifidesign/blog

